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Abstract
Disk drives consume a signifi cant amount of the power and consequently place a considerable load on the cooling resources in 
large data centers. The type of disk drive and associated packaging play a key role in minimizing the energy required to store and 
access data in these environments. Atrato has developed a data storage system that exploits the low power characteristi cs of 
2.5-inch disk drive technology that allows for:

• Ultra-high-density packaging: 160 disk drives per 3U enclosure
• Extremely low power consumpti on: 450 watt s idle, 750 watt s 100% acti ve
• Minimal cooling: ~5°C thermal gradient front to back

This novel approach to “green” data storage is unique in the industry and proving to provide the performance, capacity, and 
packaging density inside a single soluti on.

Introducti on
Storage devices and the power required to cool them can contribute signifi cantly to a data center power budget. Therefore, 
anything that can be done to signifi cantly reduce their overall power consumpti on will have a noti ceable impact on the power 
budget. However, lower power consumpti on should not be accomplished at the expense of performance or capacity. In other 
words, high-powered disk drives could conceivably be replaced by tape devices that require litt le or no power to store data 
but require signifi cantly longer access ti mes that can be measured on a calendar. The result can be the inability to perform the 
necessary amounts of work that is required in today’s markets to keep the business viable. 

This whitepaper presents the power consumpti on characteristi cs of several types of modern disk-based data storage systems in 
large data centers1. For the average disk-based storage system, there are three basic components to consider:

• Disk drives
• Disk array controllers 
• Storage Area Network (SAN)

In most large disk-based storage systems, the disk drives are the principle energy consumer with the disk system controller and 
SAN coming in second and third respecti vely. This is because there are usually a large number of disk drives managed by a single 
controller-pair2. For example, typical enterprise-class storage arrays can place between 225 and 600 disk drives behind a single 
controller pair. The maximum power consumpti on of a controller pair is about 1KW. Power consumpti on for the associated disk 
drives can range from as litt le as 2.5KW to 10KW depending on the type of enclosure and disk drives used. 

For these reasons, the remainder of this paper will focus on the power consumpti on and heat dissipati on of the disk drive 
component of these large data storage systems.

Disk drives
There are four basic types of disk drives as categorized in Figure 1. Data storage systems are normally designed using 
homogeneous sets of one type of disk in any given system. It is rare that two types of disk are used in the same system. 
Therefore, it is reasonable to make comparisons between storage systems that meet a specifi c requirement but are constructed 
out of diff erent types of disk drives. For example, given a data storage system performance requirement of 100 Gigabytes per 
second (GB/s), how would such a system be constructed out of Enterprise Storage (ES) disk drives, either 3.5-inch or 2.5-inch or 
Consumer Storage (CS) disk drives, at 3.5-inch or 2.5-inch? Furthermore, how would each of those systems compare from the 
power consumpti on and heat dissipati on perspecti ves?
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 1 “Large” meaning that the data center contains hundreds to thousands of disk drives.

 2 Controllers are normally deployed in “pairs” for high availability.



Figure 1. – Four types of disk drives and their principle use models.

Disk drive packaging
In order to make such comparisons, it is necessary to include the packaging methods used for each type of disk. These four 
packaging methods represent the current state-of-the-art:

• Traditi onal 3U3  16-drive front load primarily for ES 3.5-inch disk drives
• High-density 4U 42-drive top load primarily for CS 3.5-inch disk drives
• Low-density 2U 24-drive front load primarily for ES 2.5-inch disk drives
• High-density 3U 160-drive sealed array primarily for CS 2.5-inch disk drives

Keep in mind that this is a generalizati on and variants are possible. For the purposes of the comparisons presented in this paper 
it is necessary to keep the variants to a minimum. 

Some assumpti ons
When making comparisons, the number of disk drives needed to achieve a given requirement will be rounded up to fi t into an 
integral number of enclosures that are characteristi c to the type of disk drive. For example, if 27 of the ES 3.5-inch 15K RPM 
disk drives are required to meet a performance requirement, then the number of drives used in the comparison will be 32 since 
these disk drives are typically packaged in a 16-drive front-load 3U enclosure.

Normalizing the comparisons
The following comparisons are each based on one of three requirements:

• Bandwidth performance of 1 Terabyte per second
• IOPS Performance of 1 million inputs/outputs per second
• Capacity of 1 Petabyte

In other words, given one of the above requirements, we will design a homogeneous storage system for each of the four types 
of disk drives and compare their respecti ve power consumpti on and space uti lizati on.  For example, given a requirement to build 
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a storage system that delivers a sustained average aggregate bandwidth of 1 Terabyte per second, how many disk drives of each 
representati ve type would that be and what would the resulti ng power consumpti on and space uti lizati on values look like?

Metric Disk Type
Form 
Factor

Speed
Max 

Capacity
Average 

IOPS
Average 

Bandwidth
Idle Power

Acti ve 
Power

Power 
Effi  ciency

Units Class Inches RPM GigaBytes Ops/sec Mbytes/sec Watt s Watt s Watt s/GB

Enterprise 3.5 15,000 450 179 102 12.8 17.3 3%

Enterprise 3.5 10,000 300 129 83 9.9 10.0 5%

Enterprise 3.5 7,200 1000 76 82 9.0 12.5 1%

Enterprise 2.5 15,000 73 194 96 5.6 7.9 8%

Enterprise 2.5 10,000 147 140 75 5.0 8.6 3%

Consumer 3.5 7,200 1000 77 81 8.6 11.0 1%

Consumer 3.5 5,400 1000 69 61 4.3 6.9 0%

Consumer 2.5 7,200 320 63 63 0.9 2.3 0%

Consumer 2.5 5,400 320 56 51 0.8 2.1 0%

Table 1. – General characteristi cs for diff erent types of disk drives.

The representati ve disk drives are described in Table 1. The characteristi cs for each of these representati ve disk drives are the 
“average” derived from data sheets provided by multi ple disk drive vendors for each product off ering of a parti cular type as 
well as measurements from empirical tests by the author and other reliable sources. For any parti cular type of disk drive, the 
variati on between vendors for any parti cular characteristi c value is quite small. For example, the “idle” power consumpti on 
of all CS 2.5-inch 320GB 5400RPM disks drives off ered by six diff erent vendors is between 0.6 and 0.85 watt s with the average 
being 0.75 watt s. These average values are used for the comparison charts that follow.

It is also important to note that the disk drive types were chosen to be from an equivalent generati on of technology and real 
bit density in order to make an accurate comparison. The maximum usable data capacity was used for each representati ve 
disk drive for a parti cular type of drive. For example, given a 3.5-inch Consumer Storage disk drive “family” of disk drives with 
capaciti es ranging from 160GB to 1TB, specifi cati ons for the 1TB model were used in the comparisons. Finally, the values for the 
number of disk drives per enclosure were based on currently available products that fi t into a rack depth of 30 inches and a rack 
height of 42U.

Building a storage system
There are several types of storage systems that will be “constructed” that are representati ve of the ones used in data centers. 
The two principle variables in the constructi on of these systems are the type of disk drive and the type of enclosure or 
packaging method. Table 2 is the matrix that describes the possible combinati ons for comparison purposes:
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# Disk/ Enclosure →
↓Drive Type

16 24 42 160

ES-3-15K X

ES-3-10K X

ES-3-7K X

ES-2-15K X

ES-2-10K X

CS-3-7K X

CS-3-5K X

CS-2-7K X

CS-2-5K X

Table 2. – Storage System drive/packaging matrix. ES=Enterprise Storage, CS=Consumer Storage, 3=3.5-inch form factor, 2=2.5-inch form 
factor, xxK is the rotati onal speed in thousands of revoluti ons per minute: 15K=15,000RPM, 7K=7,200RPM,… etc. 

It is possible to build many variati ons of disk drives and enclosures but for the purposes of this paper, the combinati ons are kept 
simple and to a minimum. It is also the case that some combinati ons are possible but not practi cal. For example, it is possible 
to put 42 ES-3-15K disk drives into a 42-drive enclosure but it is not practi cal due to the problems with removing the heat 
generated by that many disk drives of that type in such a confi ned space. 

Comparison results
The results of the comparisons are presented from two perspecti ves: space and power. The space uti lizati on of each storage 
system is presented in units of 30-inch-deep 42U racks. This is the most common size of rack currently in deployment. The 
power is presented in units of Kilowatt -hours or, simply Kilowatt s. The power consumpti on is only for the disk drives and does 
not include the fans, power supply overhead, controllers, or SANs. Typically these can add as much as 50% more power to the 
total storage subsystem consumpti on.  Furthermore, the secondary [room] cooling is not included in this comparison but would 
eff ecti vely double the overall power consumpti on of the storage system. This is because for air-cooled systems, it takes roughly 
1 watt  of power to remove 1 watt  of heat from a data center. Thus for a 100KW storage system, it would take an additi onal 
100KW of power to remove the heat generated by that storage system thereby raising the total eff ecti ve power consumpti on to 
200KW for that storage system.

As previously menti oned, the comparisons are based on one of the three requirements that drive the overall design of the 
storage system. As will be shown, the results of the comparisons all point toward the undeniable effi  ciencies achieved by 
uti lizing consumer-class 2.5-inch form factor disk drives. 

The 1 Petabyte storage system capacity requirement
It is typically thought that the 3.5-inch disk drives off er the highest capacity per unit volume (aka highest density). However, 
this is not necessarily the case as is shown in the following charts. As it turns out, the highest capacity per unit volume is 
found in the high-density packaging of CS 2.5-inch disk drives. This is a direct result of the CS 2.5-inch disk drive being able to 
accommodate about 50% more media surface area per unit volume than its 3.5-inch cousin. This fact is demonstrated in the 
chart below. 
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Racks Required per 1PB
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Figure 2. – Comparison of number of racks for 1 Petabyte capacity. 

In terms of power, the dense packaging of the CS 3.5-inch 5400RPM disk drive allows for signifi cant power savings over most all 
the other packages except for the CS 2.5-inch 5400 RPM high-density package. One interesti ng aspect of this is that the number 
of CS 2.5-inch disk drives is three ti mes the number of CS 3.5-inch disk drives for the same amount of power. The result is far 
bett er performance in terms of bandwidth and IOPS per Watt  than the CS 3.5-inch opti on. This is demonstrated more clearly in 
the following secti ons.
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Figure 3. – Comparison of power requirements for 1 Petabyte capacity.
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The 1 Terabyte per second storage system performance requirement
Meeti ng this requirement is a result of the number of disk drives in the storage system and the bandwidth of each drive. The 
aggregate bandwidth scales linearly as the number of disk drives increases assuming that the storage controllers can manage all 
the disk drives, in-fl ight I/O operati ons, and combined bandwidth. The bandwidth used for each representati ve disk drive was 
the “average” bandwidth for that drive. The number of disk drives is therefore 1012 bytes per second divided by the average 
bandwidth of a single disk drive. This assumes linear scaling which can be achieved in an ideal enclosure.
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Figure 4. – Comparison of number of racks for 1 Terabyte capacity. 

It is apparent from the chart above that the high-density package of CS 2.5-inch disk drives takes up considerable less space 
than any of the other representati ve disk drives. 

In terms of power, the high-density package of the CS 2.5-inch disk drives clearly consumes the least amount of power when 
compared to all the other disk drive types using their typical packaging. This is due in part to the fact that the CS 2.5-inch disk 
drives are designed to be run in low-power environments (i.e. laptops) hence they consume very litt le power. Combine the low 
power consumpti on with moderately high bandwidth performance and more signifi cantly more disk drives per unit (by a factor 
or 4, 6 or 10). The result is a very power-conscious bandwidth soluti on. 
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Power Required per 1 TByte/sec
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Figure 5. – Comparison of power requirements for 1 Terabyte capacity.

The 1 million I/O per second (IOPS) storage system performance requirement
Similar to the 1 Terabyte per second requirement, meeti ng this requirement is also simply a result of the number of disk drives 
in the storage system. The number of I/O operati ons that can be sati sfi ed per second scales linearly as the number of disk drives 
increases assuming that the storage controllers can manage all the disk drives and in-fl ight I/O operati ons. 
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Figure 6. – Comparison of racks for 1 million IOPS.

Because of the heavily weighted dependence on the number of disk drives, the high-density package of CS 2.5-inch disk drive 
soluti on comes out to be 3 ti mes bett er than the next best opti on of the ES 2.5-inch disk drive soluti on in terms of physical 
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space. Even though each CS 2.5-inch disk drive is slower than the ES 2.5-inch disk drive, there are signifi cantly more of them in 
the enclosure resulti ng in a much higher IOP/unit volume rate. 

In terms of power, the high-density package of CS 2.5-inch disk drives is the best opti on with the ES 2.5-inch disk drive coming 
in a close second. The reason for the low power in the ES 2.5-inch drive package is that even though the power consumpti on of 
an ES 2.5-inch drive is higher than a CS 2.5-inch drive, they are sti ll faster and hence require fewer drives to reach the 1M IOPS 
performance level. 
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Figure 7. – Comparison of power requirements for 1 million IOPS.

The move toward smaller disk drives
As shown in the previous secti ons, given a fi xed set of requirements, it is nearly always advantageous to deploy a high-density 
package of 2.5-inch CS storage system when it comes to space and power consumpti on. Part of the reason for this, as previously 
menti oned, is the fact that there is 87% more media surface area per unit volume in a CS 2.5-inch disk drive than in its 3.5-inch 
cousin.  This is quanti fi ed in Table 3 below.

3.5-inch 2.5-inch Rati o

Volumetric Rati o 1 5.8 ~6:1

Unit capacity in Gigabytes 1000 320 0.32:1

Volumetric Density - GB per unit volume 1000 1856 ~1.9:1

IOPS per drive in operati ons per secong 77 59 ~.075:1

Volumetric IOPS - IOPS per unit volume 77 236-354 ~4:1

BW per drive in Mbytes/sec 105 58 ~0.55:1

Volumetric BW - MB/sec per unit volume 105 232-384 ~3:1

Table 3. – Volumetric comparison of high-capacity 3.5-inch and 2.5-inch consumer disk drives.
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The Volumetric Rati o represents the number of 2.5-inch disk drives that will fi t into the volume of space occupied 
by a single 3.5-inch, low profi le disk drive. The dimensions of a 2.5-inch laptop disk drive are 100×70×9.5 
millimeters that yields a volume of 66.5 cubic centi meters. The dimensions of a 3.5-inch low profi le disk drive are 
146×101×26 millimeters for a total volume of 383.4 cubic centi meters. Therefore, the number of 2.5-inch disks that 
can fi t into the volume of a single 3.5-inch disk is given by 383.4/66.5 = ~5.8. 

Unit Capacity is the highest capacity per disk drive of the specifi ed form factor assuming the same generati on 
technology. In other words, the 320GB 2.5-inch CS disk drive media and recording technology is the same 
generati on as that used on the 1TB 3.5-inch CS disk drive. The capacity rati o is the capacity of the 2.5-inch drive 
compared to that of the 3.5-inch drive which is about one third.

Volumetric Density is the capacity per unit volume where the unit-of-volume in this case is the volume of a single 
3.5-inch 1000 GB (1TB) drive. Using the Volumetric Rati o of 5.8: produces a Volumetric Density of 5.8 × (320/1000) 
≈ 1.9:1. This means that the 2.5-inch disk drive, even though it has a lower unit capacity, has almost twice the data 
density of the 3.5-inch disk drive.

The remaining metrics demonstrate the individual drive performance comparison and the overall performance 
volumetrics that demonstrate the relati ve performance of a populati on of disk drives in a given amount of space. 
These are basically the number of I/O operati ons per second per unit volume and the bandwidth per unit volume. 
It should be noted that bandwidth is defi ned as the purely sequenti al streaming performance of the disk drive or 
drives on the outer tracks.

Conclusion
The use of high-density packaging of CS 2.5-inch disk drives is demonstrably the best opti on for solving an access 
density problem. When it comes to minimizing space and power while simultaneously meeti ng performance and 
capacity requirements, the dense packaging of 2.5-inch laptop-class disk drives provides the most reasonable 
soluti on as measured from many diff erent perspecti ves. The Atrato SAID is a principle example of this packaging 
opti on and conti nues to evolve as a technically and economically feasible soluti on that will meet the requirements 
of the data center of today and tomorrow.

About Atrato
Atrato, Inc. is revoluti onizing the data access and storage markets by challenging the traditi onal thinking on how to rapidly 
access stored data. Atrato’s system provides unparalleled performance, linear scalability, and signifi cantly reduced operati onal 
costs in a self-maintaining architecture for the Entertainment, Web 2.0, IPTV, and VOD markets. For more informati on about 
Atrato and its products, visit www.Atrato.com.

Atrato, Inc.
10955 Westmoor Drive, Suite 300
Westminster, CO 80021
P 720.536.4000
F 720.536.4001
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